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Lillian blinked and pointed outside.

Fabian quickly understood what Lillian meant. “You want to go outside to

play, Lily?”

Lillian nodded seriously.

As Fabian held Lillian‘s cute little hand, his heart broke. In truth, he
understood. It must be very boring to stay in the same room every day, but
considering Lily’s condition, Fabian was still worried. However, looking at

Lillian‘s expectant eyes, Fabian immediately called his friend Evan to ask.

Soon after, Evan gave Fabian a satisfactory answer. “Lily has been stable

recently. She can go out, but it must be on a sunny day and you can’t leave her

in the wind. Plus, she can spend no more than half an hour outside. As long as
you can make sure to take good care of her, you can take her out for a walk.”

After getting this answer, Fabian suddenly felt more uplifted. Happily, he
squatted in front of Lillian again and adjusted the beret on her little head.

“Lily, I’ll take you out now.”

Upon hearing that, Lillian smiled and nodded, her eyes turning into little

crescents. She still could not speak, but Fabian was already satisfied with such

a response.



The weather in F Country was very sunny these days. Despite being a little

cold, it was very comfortable.

Fabian carefully guarded Lillian and took her for a stroll outside. When they

returned, he carried Lillian back to the bedroom, then gently and

affectionately, he tucked Lillian into bed.

The senior female butler saw this from one side, and she smiled and lamented,
“Young Master Fabian, you are so considerate toward Miss Lily. Miss Lily will

definitely recover soon with a brother like you.”

The female butler left after she said that, but Fabian fell deep in thought

regarding what she just said.

‘Brother..?’

Was he her brother?

‘No…’

They were not related in any way, but he had an abnormally deep feeling

toward her. He wanted to properly care for this innocent and naive child not

just for the present, but for a long lime, as long as forever.

Ring, ring, ring!

The phone suddenly rang in a familiar melody.



Fabian knew that it was Madeline requesting a video call. He handed the

phone to Lillian and walked aside.

Despite knowing in his heart that Yorick died because Yorick had broken the
law and that Lana only had herself to blame, Fabian did not truly want to face

Madeline and Jeremy.

There was yet still a grudge in his heart. He did not know where this grievance

came from.

He stood on the balcony and saw Lillian smiling cheerfully at Madeline amid
their video call. He also heard Lillian calling out to her mother and father in a

clear and sweet voice. These were the only words she could say at the

moment.

Fabian’s heart hurt against his volition. He could not imagine how cruel Lana

was back then to have frightened Lillian into a mute. Moreover, how cruel

Jeremy was back then to ignore his own flesh and blood to complete his
undercover mission.

Fabian was silently in thought when he felt the familiar feeling of someone
pulling the corner of his shirt again. He looked down and saw Lillian handing

the phone to him with a sweet smile.

Fabian thought Lillian and Madeline had finished talking, but after picking up
the phone, he was met with Madeline’s eyes. Fabian, who was probably not

mentally prepared for this, was taken aback for a moment.



Noticing Fabian’s surprise, Madeline smiled casually and greeted, “Fabian,
long time no see. Can we talk?”
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